


No matter what your classroom problem - an airplane,
a bridge or some simple gadget - it is ink that puts
your ideas on paper. With most en-
gineers, architects, designers and
students - all who draw - Higgins
American Drawing Inks are first
choice for their high quality, even
flow and true color. Higgins comes
in waterproof and soluble hlacks,
17 brilliant waterproof colors, white
and neutral tint. For better work,
buy Higgins at your College Store.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC. HIGGinS
211 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. .

The Shepard Auto-
matic Elevator is so
designed that it can
be installed in almost
any building. old or
new, with a minimum
of expense. Made in
three sizes. Operates
from regular light cir-
cuit. No expensive,
special. power lines.

SHEPARD HomeLIFT
The Automatic, Electric, Home Elevator
A boon to invalids and older folk. Simple, safe,
dependable. Architects find that by eliminating
the front stairway and substituting the HomeLIFT
often provides better first floor arrangement at no
extra cost. Illustrative booklet mailed upon request.

COMMERCIAL ELEVATORS
We also build the finest office, hotel and hospital
elevators. Installed in hundreds of government,
public and private buildings and institutions
throughout the country. Send for complete details .

•
(Below) Municipal Auditorium, Kansas City. Mo.,

is equipped with Shepard Elevators.

BROWN U SHARPE
CUTTERS
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Courtesy Power Plant Engineering

VA LEY OF HELL

In these modern "Towers of Pise," Italian engineers store a

million kilowatt-hours of energy in the form of steam. In-

exhaustible underground reservoirs in Italy's "Valley of Hell"

supply Northern Italy with power at practically no cost.



THE ENGINEER
Dr. R. C. Gowdy

one has an axe he must chop something and in
those days there were more trees than skulls.

It is not surprising that the technical progress
of the past century has been too rapid for proper
assimilation. One has only to look around him
wherever he may be, and go back by decades, elim-
inating the things which were unknown, or at
least not commonly attainable, to realize what tre-
mendous activity of discovery, invention and pro-
duction has characterized our modern times. That
this should have unbalanced capital investment,
shifted population, destroyed the equilibrium of
employment, and even thrown nations into war,
is not difficult to understand.

To some this all points to an indictment of tech-
nology and, by personification, of the engineer.
By his knowledge and his work he has made labor-
saving machinery; therefore he is responsible for
unemployment. For a consideration, small but

THERE have been certain great discoveries in tangible, he has cheapened production and elim-
the history of mankind which have resulted in inated waste and has therefore given an "unfair"

significant changes in the mode of life. advantage to those who were astute enough to
The discovery of ways to make and use fire, of employ him. He has managed the creation and

the art of fashioning stone implements, of the control of power so easily and cleverly that those
methods of obtaining and working metals, mark without responsibility or wisdom may become a
the progress of man from a savagery little differ- menace to their fellow men and he is held respons-
ent from animal existence to an advanced civiliza- ible for the destruction.
tion. But the application of these discoveries was It is easy to say that these results are not the
slow and localized and the changes which they business of the engineer, that he is skilled in the
made in the daily life of people were spread over science and art of his profession and that the soci-
many generations. There was plenty of time for oIogist, the economist, the legislator, and perhaps
humanity to adjust itself to changing conditions, the surgeon and the clergyman, are to come along
to absorb its new knowledge and techniques with- and clean up after him. But it appears that, log..
out sudden and violent disturbances of equilibrium. icaI and proper as this may be, it is not the way

But the introduction of power-driven machinery the problem will be solved.
and the application of electricity and chemistry The activities of humanity, living in a social or-
was a very different story. Within a century the ganization, are not separated into water-tight
whole industrial, commercial, economic and social compartments; it is not possible to confine the
life of the majority of the inhabitants of the earth effects of a local damage to a slight list to star-
was radically changed. And not only were the board or port, the vessel becomes unmanageable
changes rapid but they were widespread, through and unsafe unless it is sound throughout.
the speed and facility of transportation and al- Whether he likes it, or not, the engineer is an
most instantaneous communication which science important and integral part of the social and eco-
and technology provided. nomic structure. Whether he wants to, or not, he

It is not surprising that humanity was unable must accept his portion of social responsibility.
to adjust itself quickly to its new possessions and Whether he is ready, or not, he must do his part
environment, for human nature changes slowly if in the design for living as well as in the designing
at all, and only the rarely wise profit except by of machines.
painful experience. The cave man with his first This does not mean that each individual engi-
stone axe was probably an effective but offensive neer "must belong to a certain civic organization,
person until others of his tribe began to make much though both might profit; it does not mean
bigger and better axes. Then some one who was that engineering societies must try to exert polit-
wise might have said: "Come, now. That's all ical influence. But it does mean that the engineer,
right in the spirit of good, clean fun, but let's use who rightly and proudly deserves the name, must
these things to chop down trees and make a new be something more than a perambulating slide rule
thing which I have thought of, and which is called and handbook: he must realize his social obliga-
a 'house'." And if this man was wise he was pos- tion, he must have wisdom, judgment and under-
sibly also smart-though that does not necessarily standing as well as technical knowledge, and he
follow-and he very likely bossed the job while must possess the character and high ethical
the rest of the boys built a cabin for him. But the standards which the importance and power of his
point is that everybody was happy because when profession demand.
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TELEVISION LOOKS FOR CUSTOMERS
John Popp, E.E. 140

Television has at last reached the stage- of perfection which will allow broadcasting

in a form that will guarantee satisfaction t,o its audience. Some of the problems that

confront present-day television, together with the probable methods of broadcasting,

are discussed in the following article.

FOR a number of years television and prosper- casting, and then viewing this picture at the con-
ity were considered to be entrenched "just trol board by means of a Kinescope, an instru-

around the corner." Prosperity eventually made ment corresponding to the loudspeaker in ordi-
an appearan-ce but almost immediately went back nary radio reception. In the demonstration there
into its seclusion with television. Now, from all was no actual radiation of the picture, that is the
indications, both of them should step forward picture was not broadcast over the air and, as a
about the same time. This seems to be the case result, I saw television under the most ideal con-
because the main obstacle to the broadcasting of ditions. There was no interference offered to tele-
television on a commercial scale is the initial cost vision signals by automobile ignition systems,
of broadcasting stations and necessary equip- diathermy and X-ray machines, and other forms
mente The initial cost of one such station is esti- of interference which will disrupt picture trans-
mated to be approximately $100,000. That is a mission when it is sent over the air.
large outlay for any company when there is no In conducting the demonstration the engineer
assurance of quick remuneration. Before tele- first fastened a magazine cover to a curtain, and
vision companies can feel justified in spending focussed the Iconoscope on the cover. I was much
this money they must have certain assurance that impressed by the clarity of the reproduction as it
there will be a demand for their product. appeared on the Kinescope screen. The maga-

zine cover was then exchanged for a copy of a
LICENSE PROBLEM newspaper, and everything but the fine' print

could be read on its reproduction. The newspaper
But there is another reason for the somewhat was exchanged for a picture of Sonja Henie and

delayed arrival of television - the question of we counted the number of shades of gray in the
commercial licenses for broadcasting stations. picture which were transmitted and reproduced

Recently, during an interview with engineers by the apparatus.
of a local television station in process of construe- However, I was more deeply impressed for the
tion, I was told that one of the main obstacles to engineers next placed the Iconoscope on a table in
be overcome before Cincinnatians could enjoy front of a window and focussed it on various
television broadcasts was the acquisition of a corn- points in Cincinnati and on distant points in Ken-
mercial license from the Federal Communications tucky. Viewing the Kinescope and seeing auto-
Commission. At the present time the Federal mobiles, street cars and people moving about in
Communications Commission will grant experi- the streets, which can be seen from the top of
mental licenses but 110tcommercial licenses. Carew Tower, was excellent pastime. The defi-

This particular station, on the forty-eighthftoor nition of the present television system is so good
of the Carew Tower in Cincinnati, has been built that, although the Iconoscope was fitted with a
by the Crosley Corporation. Prior to my visit telephoto lens, I could actually see a bird, flying
there, I had not seen a television demonstration from one building to another, near the Tower.
for about five years. When the engineers gave The indoor scenes of the demonstration required
me an exhibition I was amazed at the improve- artificial illumination, and for this purpose lights
ments in reception and transmission which had using a total of 9000 watts are used. These lights
been made. provide the necessary illumination but they are

The exhibition which I saw consisted of picking not practical since they would cause any artist
up a picture with the Iconoscope or camera, which working under them to become too warm. How-
corresponds to the microphone in sound broad- ever, I learned that a large lamp manufacturing
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company in the United States is developing a spe- exploring the scene to be reproduced and trans-
cial type of lamp which will provide a cooler light mitting at each instant a radio wave proportional
suited especially for television work. to the light intensity of the elementary area be-

This brought to a close the actual television ing explored at the moment. The scene is then
demonstration. The remainder of the interview synthesized at the receiving point by employing
was confined to technical explanations of the this transmitted radio wave to control the light
methods of operation by the engineers. intensities of successive elementary areas corre-

At the present time television is ready for use sponding to the elementary areas being explored
by the general public, providing this general pub- at the transmitter. By carrying out this process
lie is concentrated enough in small areas to make with sufficient rapidity the effect of a motion pic-
the erection of a television station worthwhile. ture is obtained.

This is true because television has been forced
to use such high frequencies that transmission
is limited to an area not much greater than that
which can be seen by the eye from the transmit-
ting antenna. (Exceptions to this statement have
been noted but as yet long-distance reception has
not been .proved possible.) In other words, these
ultra-high-frequency signals travel in almost
straight lines and are not refracted around the
earth to any extent by the upper ionosphere,
which is the ionized region that exists in the outer
portion of the earth's atmosphere. It results
from ionization of the outer atmosphere by solar

I
radiation, and consists of a mixture of free elec-
trons, positive ions and negative ions, in a rare-
fied gas.

In the vicinity of Cincinnati the ideal spot for
a television antenna, because of its height, is atop
the Carew Tower. From this point it will be pos-
sible to radiate signals over an area having a
radius of 25 to 30 miles.

Since it is impossible, because of the nature of
the waves, to radiate signals any farther than 25
or 30 miles it will not be necessary to have large
high-power stations for this work. Stations hav-
ing powers ranging from 1,000 to 10,000 watts
will no doubt be used. High-power stations do,
however, increase the clarity of the picture.

METHODS OF TRANSMISSION

Television programs will not be placed on a net-
work basis for some time to come. Because of
the very wide frequency range required, exist-
ing telephone lines will not accommodate tele-
vision programs. There is a possibility that these
will be transmitted by means of a coaxial cable,
but, at present, this method, because of the ex-
pense of booster stations, is too expensive to be
practical. The other solution, which is to trans-
mit by network, would be accomplished by use of
a series of microwave radio relay stations. This
method, also, is very expensive, although it will
probably be used.

Television is accomplished by systematically
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Broadcasting a television program.

The process of exploring an image to obtain a
radio wave that varies with time in accordance
with the light intensity of successive areas of the
scene is called "scanning." In the earlier days
of television, scanning was accomplished by a re-
volving disk containing many lenses set at slight-
ly different angles. The scene to be televised was
broken up into many horizontal lines; a line for
each lens, so that as the disk revolved each lens
scanned a line. Thus, in one revolution of the
disk, the whole scene was scanned in the same
manner as the human eye scans a page _of print.

The ray of light through the lens varied with
the intensity of the light reflected from the ele-
mentary area of the scene upon which the lens
happened to be focussed. This ray of light after
passing through the lens fell upon a phototube
which converted the various light intensities into
corresponding current intensities. These vary-
ing currents were then transmitted by radio in
the same way as the varying currents from a
microphone. Likewise, they were received and
used to vary the intensity of a light beam which
was directed across a screen by a disk, similar
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to the scanning disk. Thus the reproduced scene from left to right, scanning each line of the plate
appeared on the screen. and in so doing gradually moving from top to bot-

The equipment needed for this system was very tom, thus completing a frame. .
cumbersome and expensive; the pictures lacked In scanning, the electron beam sweeps across
definition due to the need for more scanning lines the picture 441 times for one complete picture.
per frame. It was also very difficult to have a Thirty of these pictures are made per second.
light source for the receiver which would follow Actually, however, the beam draws 220.5 lines

across the picture and then goes back to the top
and draws another 220.5 lines between the orig-
inal lines, thus giving 441 interlaced lines.

Each of the tiny photo-sensitive units together
with the silver plate, forms a tiny electrical con-
denser. When the mosaic is exposed to a scene
to be televised every small part of the mosaic is
affected according to the intensity of the light
which reaches it and each condenser is charged
accordingly. As the beam sweeps ,over the sur-
face,' the condensers give up their charges in ro-
tation thus setting up in the circuit a current that
varies according to the intensity of lights and
shadows in the scene. By this means there is built
up a fluctuating current that carries to the tele-
vision receiver an electrical picture of the subject
being televised.

The currents set up by the Iconoscope are am- ~
plified, and radio waves representing them are
broadcast by a radio transmitter in the same man-
ner as the currents or voltages set up by a micro-
phone.

These radio waves are picked up by the receiv-
ing antenna, and the receiver virtually picks the
signal to pieces. It picks out the horizontal and
vertical sweep impulses and uses them to control
the horizontal and vertical sweeps of the electron
beam in the Kinescope, which is thereby synchron-
ized with the beam in the transmitter's Icono-
scope. The television signal varies the intensity
of the beam striking the screen of zinc sulfide or
other fluorescent material inside the Kinescope,
and thus forms the varying lines of light, which,
because of the persistence of vision, blend before
the eyes into a replica of the scene being televised.

BROADCASTING FREQUENCIES

However, telecasting pictures is more difficult
because synchronizing signals must also be trans-
mitted and also because the "video" or picture
frequencies generated by the Iconoscope are as
large as several megacycles whereas the audio
frequencies generated by the microphone very sel-
dom exceed 15 kilocycles.

Because the video frequencies are so high it has
been necessary to locate the television bands be-
tween 44 and 108 megacycles. For the same reason

(Continued on Page 27)
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A reproduction of the act as it appears on the
Kinescope' screen.

the rapid variations in the current. However,
this system is still used in a few places, although
by this time it has been refined to such a degree
that fairly good results are obtained.

Today, the Iconoscope and the Kinescope have
replaced the scanning disk. The Iconoscope or

~e" was developed by Vladimir Zworykin..
The Iconoscope's delicate bulb and long neck

contain' apparatus for turning light into electrical
energy and for picking a visual image to pieces
systematically. The camera in which it is housed
is pointed at the scene and the camera's lens fo-
cusses an image onto the flat plate in the Icono-
scope. This plate, about four inches square, is
prepared by a secret process in which about three
million tiny spots of silver, which have been pho-
to-sensitized with cesium, are deposited on the side
of the plate facing the lens. On the other side is
placed a silver plate to which a wire is connected.
The photo-sensitive surface, or so-called mosaic,
is scanned by a beam of electrons that is produced
in, and projected from, the long neck of the tube
in which the mica plate is mounted. The move-
ment of this beam is controlled either magnetic-
ally or electrostatically. The beam is deflected
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INSTRUCTION IN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Prof. Francis H. Bird

Head, Department of Business Administration

(Excerpts from paper prepared for program of Teachers' Conference on Industrial
Relations, held under the auspices of the Bureau of Industrial Relations, of the
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, May 4 to 6, 1939.)

MY task is to lead a discussion on the teaching the time. For a text we used Adams and Sum-
of industrial relations in businessadminis- ner's "Labor Problems," to the best of my knowl-

tration and engineering classes before a group edge the first of its kind. Labor research was in
which is constituted chiefly of other instructors its infancy. At the University of Wisconsin Pro-
in the labor field in colleges and universities of fessor John R. Commons, under whom I later

studied, was laying the foundations for his out-
standing contributions in the fields of labor his-
tory, labor law and administration, collective
bargaining, and labor management. At Johns
Hopkins, Professor George E. Barnett was at
work on his noteworthy monograph, "The Print-
ers." At the University of Chicago another out-
standing man in the field, Professor Robert F.
Hoxie, was beginning the studies which resulted
in the publication later of one of the best treatises
on trade unionism ever written. I refer to his
book entitled "Trade Unionism in the United
States." These three men were pioneering in the
labor field. Outside their institutions, little was
being done. Management was paying little at-
tention to the development of sound industrial
relations. Such terms as "employment manage-
ment" or "personnel management" had not yet
come into use.

Industrial relations courses of one type or an-
other made their appearance in the business ad-
ministration courses of colleges and universities
in the period 1919 to 1930. They were at first of
a highly specialized nature and dealt largely with
management procedures for handling personnel.
They appeared in catalogues under the titles of
"Personnel Management" or "Personnel Admin-
istration." In more recent years the tendency
has been to supplement these personnel adminis-
trationcourses with courses of a broader scope
which attempt to analyze behavior in the field of
labor relations from the point of view of .its rela-
tion to the political, social and economic structure
of society. Labor problems are treated as growing
out of broader, more fundamental problems of
political, social and economic relationships.

Such is the type of course which I teach in con-
nection with the business administration curricu-
lum at the University of Cincinnati. Definitely,
my objective is to have my students get some
realistic conception of why conflict arises among
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the Middle West. I propose to tell you how I
came to teach industrial relations courses, what
my particular teaching problems have been, in so
far as I have recognized them, .and how I have
dealt with them. When I am through, I hope that
each one of you will contribute from your experi-
ence so that we all may profit.

I got my introduction to the labor field in 1907,
thirty-two years ago; as an undergraduate at
Dartmouth, in one of the few labor courses
offered in American colleges and universities at
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management and men in connection with the pro- weeks, the broad political, social and economic
duction and distribution of goods and services, aspects of industrial relations; and the third
and to consider constructive methods of reducing seven weeks we discuss the problems which come
this conflict to a minimum. If an analysis of the up every day in factory and office in getting along
kinds of positions held by my former students is with one's superiors, with one's equals, and with
any criterion, the indications are that in a few those for whom one is responsible.
years many of my present students will be in Why, you may ask, do I start in with a con-
sales management, finance management, office sideration of the psychological principles under-
management, or in general management positions, lying industrial relations? It is the result of ex-
where they will have to direct the work of others. perience in trying to orient students to look at
They will be concerned with the broad labor poli- problems of industrial relations as a whole and
cies which affect all industries, as well as those not from the narrow and often prejudiced view-
peculiar to their own. They will be concerned, point which comes when one does not have all
too, with the daily relationships of management the facts.
and employees in their plants or offices.

It is not the objective of my course to train em- STUDENT PSYCHOLOGY

ployment managers o~ pers~nn~l directo~s.. A I found that my students were not entering my
few o~ my ~tudents go I~~Othis ~Ighly specialized courses with the open minds which the scientific
~eld, In which opportunities, while g~od, are re!a- approach to a subject demands. As the result of
tively few. I am concerned rather WIth the traIn- their home environment their work environment
in~ of potential s~per:isors ~~d managers who or their other associations, they had definit~
WIll ~e employed In line positions, What th.ey biases or prejudices in regard to management-
need ~s a br?ad, ~onstructIve approach t? assist labor relations. T:hese attitudes were highly
them In dealing WIth problems of Industrial rela- emotionalized and for that reason difficult to
tions. It is not easy to help them to get this change. I could understand these attitudes. Yet
approach. labor students must free themselves of them as

PREVIOUS STUDENT TRAINING far as possible. How. to do .it? In so far as I
• ~,~. T - • - ,.... • • have been successful In getting my students to

.Before entering my courses the students must substitute an intelligent in place of an emotional
have completed such prerequisite courses as prin- attitude toward industrial relations, it has been
ciples of economics, applied economics, European by beginning with the psychological approach to
economic history, American economic history, the study of the subject.
economic geography, principles of finance, prin- First they find out about the causes of their
ciples of marketing, accounting and statistics. own behavior, about the interplay of the emotions

In addition, they have had sufficient experience and the intellect. Then they find out that when
on their outside jobs to know what it means to be they understand their own behavior, they are for
working men or working women. Some of them the first time in a proper position to understand
have gotten far enough along to sense some of the other fellow's behavior. They learn about bias
the problems with which management is faced. and how to correct it. They learn about the erno-
To students who have actually worked, "factory" tions and how to control them. They appreciate
or "office" are real, not abstract terms. The in- for the first time the meaning of the truism that
structor must know as much about reality as they "a man to control others must be able to control
do, or he would soon lose their confidence. himself." They learn about habits, good and bad,

Of the two labor courses which I teach, one is a about the group mind, the mob mind. They learn
lecture-discussion course which comes three times how to get and maintain discipline, how to give a
a week for periods of fifty minutes each. The reprimand, how to handle a grievance, how to
other is a report course which supplements the encourage employees to put forth their best
lecture-discussion course and which carries a efforts. They learn of the psychological causes of
credit of one hour per week. No classes are held. destructive conflict, both' overt and concealed, be-
The students work in the library on their labor tween management and men in the factory and
reports and confer with me in my office when ad- office. They learn how to avoid this conflict and
vice is desired. how to bring about integration among executives

The lecture-discussion course is divided into and integration of management and employees.
three integral yet related parts. The first seven The textbook used is "Psychology for Execu-
weeks we discuss the psychological principles un- tives" by Elliott Smith, Professor of Industrial
derlying industrial relations; the second seven Relations at Yale University. In this book the
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author combines happily his knowledge of psycho- CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE
logical principles with the practical experience
gained as an executive who had to handle labor When I get back to the present, I find myself in
relations in a large eastern manufacturing estab- the predicament that all of you must be in.
lishment. . Changes in the labor field are so many and are

I have described the content of the first part of coming so fast that it is a task to keep up with
my lecture-discussion course in which I take up them. You undoubtedly use the same sources for
the psychological approach to industrial relations current information that I do. I depend for my
problems. I will now tell a little about the organi- information upon articles in such publications as
zation of the second part of the course in which I The IJJonthly Labor Review, The International
take up the political, social, and economic ap- Labor Review, The American Economic Reoieui,
proaches to industrial relations problems. The Journal of Political Economy, The Annals of

My method here is based on the one which Pro- the American Academy of Political and Social
fessor Hoxie, of the University of Chicago, used. Science, The Harvard Business Review, Personnel
He would touch on the major labor problems of -published by the American Management Asso-
the day and then use the historical approach in an ciation, The Personnel Journal-published by the
attempt to find out how they had come about and Personnel Research Association, The Journal of
to get some basis for conjectures as to what the the Societu for the Advancement of Manage-
future trend would be. ment, Occupations-the magazine of the National

In my first lectures I point out to my students Vocational Guidance Association, Factoru Man-
how one of our fundamental institutions, that of agement and Maintenance, Mechanical Enqineer:
private property, is being changed before our very ing, Electrical Engi1teering, The Survey, The
eyes through decisions of the Supreme Court. Why Atlantic Monthly, Harper's, Fortune, Time, and
is this happening? How is this affecting indus- the daily newspapers-particularly the New York
trial relations? Then again, since the World War, Times.
our State and Federal governments have been ex- Helpful, too, are the publications' of the Na-
ercising more and more control over our business tional Bureau of Economic Research, the Brook-
and economic behavior. Why is this happening? ings Institution, the Twentieth Century Fund, the
What effect has this on industrial relations? National Industrial Conference Board, the Indus-

During the past ten years we have had a baffling trial Relations Counselors, Inc., the Industrial,
unemployment problem. Why? What can be Relations Section of Princeton and the Bureau
done about it? How is this affecting industrial of Industrial Relations of the University of Michi-
relations? gan, the National Association of Manufacturers

RECENT TRENDS the American Federation of Labor, the Congres~
I th t th h h d anid of Industrial Organizations, and other Iaborn e pas ree years we ave a more rapl - .
d d ti h·· d tri I I sources. I draw, too, on the National Laboran more ras IC c anges In our In us rra re a- ,

ti t· I I · th ft·· d Board s cases and the Supreme Court decisionsIons, par ICUar y In e manu ac urrng In us- . . ·
tries, than in any previous three years in our I keep newspap;r clippings in scrap books. With-
labor history. Why? What of the future? lout them I don t know how I could prepare my

· t t th t ttl· h lectures.poin ou a 0 ge some 19 t on these phe-
nomena we have to study the economic history . After dwelling upon the current labor situa-
of the country because their origins are rooted in tion, I attempt to discuss effective techniques to
the past. Then I use the analytical approach follow where collective bargaining has been
worked out by Professor Commons in his intro- adopted. I also consider possible economic effects
duction to his "Labor History of the United of collective bargaining, both from the short and
States." I attempt to show how major labor prob- long run points of view.
lems during the past one hundred years have been While I devote some time in my lectures to the
related to price changes and fluctuations as re- discussion of personnel administration under
fleeted in the main business cycles. Then I draw such headings as the functions and organization
on his "Institutional Economics" for his analysis of an industrial relations department, employment
of how labor relations change with the develop- procedures, wage policies, profit sharing, stock
ment of the market. sharing, health, safety, welfare, foremen train-

I use the summaries in the volume of labor his- ing, employee training, and the part played in the
tory recently published by Perlman and Taft to past by shop committees, I consider that with the
highlight developments in labor relations up to time at my disposal, the other subjects to which I
1932. have referred should be the most stressed. l\ly
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task is to give the student the perspective to see sion. Some might call this the practical part of
the problems of labor relations as they are shaped my course because it deals with how to get along
by the powerful political, social and economic with your boss, your associates, and those under
forces which are sweeping us onward. Some of you. I, however, would make a case for the prac-
the books dealing with personnel administration ticability of all that I teach. As a text I use the
which I find useful are "Personnel Administra- "Technique of Executive Control" by Erwin H.
tion" by Metcalf and Tead, "The Management of Schell. The author has gathered together in the
Labor Relations" by Watkins and Dodd, "Better neighborhood of a hundred problems, which come
Foremanship" by Glenn Gardiner, and "Manual up every day in factory and office to confront the
for Executives and Foremen" by Schell and Gil- manager. He gives no answers to these prob-
more. While on the subject of personnel admin- lems; you have to figure them out for yourself.
istration, I would like to quote from a letter I re- As to their universality and practicability, I can
ceived from an old friend of mine who is a well testify. I put these problems up to a group
successful manager of a large factory in the East. of supervisors and foremen in a large Cincinnati
I had told him that I would like to present his factory one summer during a series of confer-
views to a group of college instructors, and here ences I had with them. They ~ound they were
they are straight from the shoulder:- similar to their own, and were eager to work out

satisfactory solutions. Then again, I have used
FrOD1my viewpoint Industrial Relations in an them for a number of years in an evening class

industry is based fundamentally on the query "is at the University of Cincinnati, which is attended
it profitable?" If you can get higher grade, more principally by mature persons in managerial po-
efficient and cooperative. employees by group in- sitions with varying degrees of responsibility. It
surance, good wag~s, hIgh .s~andards of safety, is gratifying, indeed to have them come before
and first class working conditions I am for them, .'
There is a very definite possibility that Industrial the course IS half over, as some of them do each
Relations are confused with social relations, wel- year, to tell how the discussion of the problems
fare work and public relations. From my view- is clarifying their own thinking and in some cases
point, I think the Industrial Relations Depart- has led them to the adoption of different methods
ment is a pro.duction de~~rtment, and. th~t of dealing with those with whom they come in
transfer, promotion and tr aining should be their t t The 1 t II th t th tti
major problems. The top management should be con ac · e~ a so . e m~ a. ey are ge mg
very careful not to select as candidates for this better results In their dealings with others.
department college graduates who think they
want to get into Industrial Relations work where PRACTICAL PROBLEMS
as a rule their field is in social work or in a
Y.M.C.A. secretaryship. Since my day students in business administra-

From a Management viewpoint I think Indus- tion are on the cooperative plan, by the time they
trial Relations should have a democratic basis and get into my industrial relations class, they have
members of the Management sho~ld, of course, had considerable experience in industry and busi-
have a fondness for the people with whom they Th t · h I bl t t k ith th
work. It is obvious that sympathy, fairness and ness. a IS W Y a~ a e 0 a e up. WI em
respect are vital factors. I am firmly convinced the same problems WhICh I take up with persons
that the Management should frankly outline its who are actually in managerial positions. In
problems and its policies to the maximum degree. every class where I use these problems, I follow
One of the best assets of an Industrial Relations the same method. As the problems occur I assign
Department are the non-financial incentives that them i t t· t h b f t'h I
R b t W If d 1 d

em In ro a ion, one 0 eac mem er 0 e c ass.
oer 0 e eve ope many years ago. •
Whatever you do in discussing Industrial Re- During the course, each member has had to work

lations take the sanctity, the glamour and the out two to three problems for himself, which he
welfare work out of it. has to present in his own words to the other mem-

, Incidentally, we are driving on personnel rat- bers of the class. He must not give the solution
ing which, I believe, will be absolutely essential to the problem but merely give the facts of which
under union management. As we try to base most .' • · ·
of the notations on factual evidence, and as the the problem consists, Then, by questioning, he
operator must see all entries on his card, it is must demonstrate how well he can get the- class
quite difficult to befog an issue. Obviously, the to contribute to the proper solution. After lead-
union opposed the system although I do not think ing the class discussion for approximately ten
their position is particularly well taken. minutes, he must sum up the discussion and state

whether or not the problem has been adequately
I now come to the third part of my lecture- answered. If not, he must give the class the bene-

discussion course. While the second part is mostly fit of his own study of the problem. If, when he
lecture, the third part is almost entirely discus- (Continued on Page 32)
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Douglas Vest, Ch.E. 142

Once upon a muiniaht. dreary,
While I knelt there, broke and weary,
0' er two craps upon the floor,
Suddenly I got the feeling,
"Someone all my 'dough' is stealing."
Retribution then I swore.

AFTER having devoted several years to costly
research in the field of "crap-shooting," this

old master (in the art of losing) finally reached
the .inevitable conclusion that immediate action
was necessary to forestall the certain severance of
all worldly possessions. Acting upon the bare
hope of possible redemption in early manhood, he
has volunteered to act as a one-man committee in
the investigation of the reasons why he should
continue to lose his. happy home and all things
therein concerned.

Although I do not feel ashamed' of indulgence
in the so-called derogatory sport of "bone-roll-
ing," I deem it worthwhile to begin a mild in-
vestigation of this petty crime and the suppres-
sion of a worried conscience. History relates that
dice were 'a definite part of Roman life at the
time when Antony was courting the bewitching
Cleopatra. Dice, which were said to be a favorite
source of amusement among the soldiers, have
been found in Roman ruins. They resemble mod-
ern dice in every respect except that they were
usually made of stone while the modern cubes are
made of bone or modern plastic materials. During
the World War. dice probably enjoyed the height
of their popularity; they were especially favored
by the Afro-American soldiers who gave them
their present affectionate name of "bones."

But, ah, let us waste no more time; all the boys
are here and seem to be "flushed" with money.
Since psychological' elements are vitally important
in the proper technique of an ambitious player,
all the players spread about the floor, street cor-
ner, or .equally popular alley location in such a
manner that they may easily transform them-

. selves into weeping or begging postures. One
"sucker" has already "put the snatch" on the dice,
and it seems that he is.about to start off the fes-
tivities as the first shooter, but, no, a -strenuous
verbal battle royal ensues about the rightful pos-
session of the "bones." Legitimate arbitration
seems to be in order, so each man rolls the dice,
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MEMOIRS "OF A CRAPSHOOTER

and the, player receiving the highest sum pro-
ceeds as the shooter.

One of the outstanding oddities of the game is
that everyone feels that he could win if he "could
only get his hands on those dice." This spirit of
optimism and self-confidence is purely psycho-
logical, but is universal and keeps up the spirit
of the game. Some players prefer to shake the
dice violently in one hand, and cast them heavily
upon the playing area. The more .affectionate in-
dividual, however, showers the "bones" with
kisses and casts them gently, whispering sweet
words of endearment, and begging for financial
reckoning. Such an enthusiast visualizes the
emotional side of these entrancing little animals,
and usually furnishes the redistributive ideas
concerning the nation's wealth. A third very im-
portant type of shooter is he who indulges in the
baseball windup system, and who later lets fly at
some nearby .wall or curbstone which is handily
located. Such a character, having reached or
passed a semi-intoxicated state, is an outstanding
peril to his fellow men, for his' shots become less
accurately aimed, and he often begins to burlesque
the pitching attempts of the wilder members of
our professional baseball organizations. As told
by a certain casual acquaintance of the author,
another of his associates fell a victim one evening
to the uplifting qualities of a grain product known
to the drinking public as a dry, perfume-resem-
bling beverage. According to the narrator, the de-
leterious effects of this activated thirst-quencher
affected the shooter's vision so that he could easily
foflow the gambolling hops of the "galloping
ivories," but could not vision the spots which they
h'eld.However, Lady Luck was smiling upon this
soldier of fortune. The next morning he arose
with a throbbing head and a miraculously in-
creased bankroll. Fearing that he had committed
some dark job of thievery, this youth inquired
among some of his henchmen and learned, much
to his pleasant surprise, that a 'slight case of
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Our er] editor's
conception of a

crap game.

doubling succeeding bets had netted him this
profit.

In '''craps'' the shooter may bet any amount
and the other players may either cover his bets
or bet among themselves. A "fader" is an indi-

- vidual who bets against the shooter, and may
"fade" all night, for it is he who enjoys the ad...
vantage of the odds. If on the first throw, the
dice add up to a sum of 2 ("snake eyes"), 3, or 12
("box cars"), this is called "craps," and the
shooter loses his bet. If, on the other hand, a 7
("baby shoes"), or 11 suddenly shows its welcome
face, the proud papa automatically wins. The
potency of these combinations is evidence of the
enthusiasm with which the "bone-tosser" pleads,
"Seven come eleven," or "Baby needs a new pair
of shoes." According to the calculated odds
against the shooter, it seems that' baby will be
forced to keep his feet warm in his old man's win-
ter shoes.

The possible ways of rolling each sum, which
naturally must range from 2 to 12 (Le. on honest
dice) .are listed here:

N==the sum of both dice
w== the ways of making these scums
N W N
2. . . . . . . . . . . . . .1. ~. . . . . . . . . . . .12
3 2 11
4 3 10
5 4 '.. 9
6 5 8
7 6 · 7

1.2

According to Pascal, Fermat and other mathe-
matical wizards, the total number of combina-
tions would be 36. This may be calculated (by
slide rule or other similar effective methods) by
multiplying the number of sides on each die. If
this statement seems wrong to you, consult your
mathematics instructor, who will probably pro-
ceed to make things more doubtful than ever.

POSSIBiliTIES OF WINNING

Since there are 12 chances out of 36 that the
first roll may net either "craps" or "naturals"
(7 or 11), it seems probable "that on the other
24 rolls some other number will turn up. This
"point" may be either a sum of 4 ("Little Joe"),
5 ("Phoebe"), '6, 8 ("eighter from Decatur"),
9, 10 ("Big Dick"), and must be duplicated be-
fore a 7 turns up, otherwise the shooter must
forfeit his bet and possession of the dice. Assum-
ing that a 10 app-ears, let us find the probability
of, collecting with 10'asthe point.

Upon referring to the simple table given above,
we learn: '
Throw No. Probability

1. 3~ Probability of making 10 the point.

2. ;6 X 336 Probability of collecting
on the second throw.

3. ;6 X ~~ X 336 Probability of col-
lecting on the third throw.

The third party enters to make allowance for
the ominous possibility of "Baby Shoes" "gum
ming up the works" before "Big Dick" appears ..
Now to resume with a little numerical grouping:

4. (336 Y ( i~ Y Probability of col-
lecting on fourth throw, etc.

LetP10 be the total probability of collecting 011 the
point 10 before the point is made. Finally sum-
ming up the probabilities:

P1o==(,_3_)2[1 + - 27 +(~)'2 -J. 36 36 36
The second factor is a geometrical progression
(please note that this is one of the miracles of .
algebra which only the freshmen remember)

whose ratio is ~~ and whose sum is ~6. The

total probability now becomes (336 )2X 396..

The algebraic generalization of this is:

P == Wx X Wx

x 36 Wx + W7

(Continued on Page 30)
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RECLAIMING A GREAT ASSET
Edwin Allen, C.E. '40

Sewage disposal is of paramount importance to residents of the Ohio River Valley.
Methods that may be used to alleviate the present unsanitary conditions and the
system which Cincinnati will probably adopt are now under discussion.

WE sometimes wonder at the poet's singing of and for the year 1938 all prior annual records
the "beautiful Ohio" when we see that river were shattered, with an average of 10,580 colon

now and remember how freely we make it group. bacteria per 100 cc... · . The pollution
a dumping place of all our urb n d' d t' I loads 111 1935 and 19~8 were more than five times. a an In us rIa greater than those Imposed upon the old plant
wast:s. ~fter ~ccupYlng the banks of the Ohio during its first 18 years of operation 1908-1925,
and Its trfbutaries for fifteen decades we are face and ten times greater during four months within
to face with a problem that only a few foresighted recent years. · .... The treatment of this increas-
men forty years ago were aware should be met i~g!y polluted rav: water has called for constant
and answered, The delay has made the task both vigilance a~ al.l times, and has mad~ necessary
m diffi . the moder nizat.ion of the old plant, Higher chem-

ore 1 c.ult and far more costly to accomplish, ical doses have been required, notably of chlorine.
The subject of stream pollution is being brought This has made it more difficult to prevent f'orrna-

to the public's attention by frequent references to tion of tastes in the water. · · · · In this way the
it in newspaper stories of local and Washington :vater delivered to t~e. city has been maintained
activities. Antedating any great public notice of m a. ,,:"holesome condition, and the typhoid fever
the subject th U S P bli H lth S . . statistics have been normal and satisfactory. With

. . ' e . . u 1~ ea er VIcemade the new and strictly modern plant now completed,
pollution surveys of the Ohio more than a quarter the dangers from the progressive deterioration of
century ago. Failure to act upon the information the Ohio River water have been lessened, but by
presented has caused further difficulties, for con- no n.leans eliminated. Hence the urgency of at-
ditions have not remained as static as publi tacking the problems of river pollution both loc-
thinking Unfortllna· tIC· . ti h·l IC ally and throughout the entire Ohio River water-. e y incmna 1, W 1 e pro- shed."
testing loudly against inaction and the danger "to
its water supply, has, like most other commun- To say that the river is heavily polluted is only
ities, been doing nothing about the problem. I-Iow-" a general statement, however. Pollution is a vari-
ever, the first redeeming act has been the author- able condition as to place and time and it results
ization of a bond issue, in the fall of 1938, to in- from many types of wastes. What these are,
itiate sewage disposal studies. Abatement of ~here they come from, and how much exists at
stream pollution is a local responsibility, but co- dIffe:ent ~easons of the year are the specific fac-
operation among all parties concerned is neces- tors In this problem. A new three-year survey of
sary. the Ohio by the U. S. Public Health Service is now

The upper limit of pollution which can be re- in progress, the middle third of the Ohio Basin
moved by present purification methods is known. ?eing the object of the 1939 investigations. This
This upper limit is now being approached at the Includes the Ohio water-shed from the Kanawha
water supply intakes of most cities on the Ohio and Racoon (Point Pleasant, Ohio) on the north-
thus making the reduction of pollution imperative. east to the Kentucky and Indian (Carrollton, Ky.)

In the 1938 Annual Cincinnati Water Works on the southwest. In conjunction with the U. S.
Report these statements appeared: Engineers, who are providing the hydrometric

" . . data, detailed studies are progressing. The labora-
Pollution IS measured by the number of tory boat Kislci Y t k· 1· th ·

organisms of Bacillus coli in the water. Studies 2 IS a mg .samp es In .e mam
by the U. S. Public Health Service have indicated stream. These samples WIll be the baSIS from
that the best of modern water purification plants which data can be compiled and interpreted so as
can not be expected to produce a standard fin- to formulate plans of action. A field crew is cov-
ished water at ~ll times, if. the r~w water ex- ering the upper ends" of the tributaries, taking
ceeds 5000 B. coli per 100 CUbIC centimeters. Prior samples.
to 1935 our raw water averaged about 2600 B. coli . .
per 100 cc., but since then the annual average has . What are some of the wastes involved III pollu-
not been under 5400 per 100 cc. The average for tion ? There are the domestic wastes, meat pack-
1935 was 10,350; in August t.he highest monthly ing and abattoir offal, brewery and distillery dis-
average on record was reached, 28,840 per 100 ce., charges, paper and paper pulp, rayon and textile
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Cuts Courtesy The American City

Largest Sewage-Treatment Plant in the World-The Southwest Plant of the
Sanitary District of Chicago which uses the Activated Sludge Process.

throughout the polluted water. The amount
needed for aerobic decomposition of - a stated
amount of a given sewage is known as oxygen
demand. This demand, expressed in parts per
million, is called biochemical oxygen demand,
usually stated as 24-hour, 5-day, or lO-day B.O.D.
The oxygen demand is taken as the difference be-
tween the dissolved oxygen in the sample before,
and that after the incubation period. Because of
the initial rapid decomposition the greater part
of a total B.O.D. comes in the first 24-hours, or
5-days.

OXYGEN DEMAND

Available oxygen is defined as the amount of
atmospheric oxygen dissolved in the sewage or
other water in question. It can be increased by
aeration or, in streams, by a riffle or by broad
open surface contact with the air. A curve show-
ing graphically the oxygen balance (the difference'
between the available oxygen and the oxygen de-
mand) plotted against distance along the stream
as the abscissa reveals a curve which falls off
sharply at the discharge end of sewers emptying
into the stream, gradually rising as the pollution
is destroyed and as normal reaeration gains on
the demand. The low part of the curve has been
called the "oxygen sag" and where it falls below
2 to 4 p.p.m, fish life is affected. If the sag falls
below zero the condition is highly dangerous and
the water is very offensive, since it is in an an-
aerobic condition.

Today there are several methods of urban waste;
disposal in use. Disposal by dilution is most com-
mon but proves inadequate where large amounts
of waste are involved with small or relatively
small bodies of water to provide the dilution. 'I'his
method relies upon natural purification. The
power of natural purification has not been fully
recognized, particularly by our sentimentalists
who have called for 100 per cent purification
treatment before allowing wastes to enter streams.
This clearly disregards the economics of the sub-
ject as well as the knowledge already possessed by
sanitary engineers.

Pollution often causes serious impairment of
the quality of water for domestic and industrial
uses, destroys fish and other aquatic life, impairs
property values because of nuisance conditions,
damages streams for recreational uses, and in-
jures streams for navigation and power. The ob-
j ect of proper disposal is to remove the evils of
both nuisance and dangerous pathological condi-
tions so as to prevent the above from occurring.
If a given sewage discharge can be handled nat-
urally to accomplish these objects additional ex-
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mill refuse, laundry and dry cleaning wastes.
Chemical wastes come from steel mills, chrome-
plating plants, lead workings, coal mines and
chemical industries. Some have a toxic effect on
useful aquatic life, and all are in some way detri-
mental to the water, even if not highly dangerous
because of pathological bacteria.

Pollution has two phases: biological and chem-
ical. The chemical phase is usually considered
from the standpoint of relative acidity or alka-
linity which is measured by the hydrogen-ion con-
centration. The symbol for this is pH. A pH of 7
is neutral, a pH value lower than 7 is acid, while
one greater is alkaline. The biological phase in-
volves much small life - protozoa and bacteria, of
which bacteria play the most important part. San-
itary sewage is more than 99 per cent water. The
remaining fraction is chiefly organic matter which
decomposes into inorganic material. The process
of decomposition is mainly one of oxidation-
combination with oxygen from an outside source;
and putrefaction - decomposition in which oxy-
gen plays no part. The former is brought about
by aerobic bacteria which can function only
where oxygen is present; the latter by anaerobic
which function only when oxygen is absent. Fac-
ulative bacteria apparently can function under
either condition. Compounds formed by aerobic
bacteria are inoffensive to sight and smell, but
those caused by anaerobic give off very offensive
odors such as sulphuretted hydrogen and ammo-
nia. The pH is important to the best operation of
aerobic bacteria, optimum values being 7.3 to 7.6.

Acid mine wastes frequently lower the pH
to values at which necessary bacterial action can-
not take place. Aerobic decomposition of sewage
is not likely to produce a nuisance, and will take
place while there is atmospheric oxygen available
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pense is not justified (provided a similar dis-
charge does not enter so near to the first as to
cause a cumulative effect which is dangerous).

Nevertheless, most discharges are so great that
additional treatment is necessary, at least to bring
them to a point where natural purification is cap-
able of handling them. A number of methods are
available: screening, sedimentation, precipita-
tion, filtering, sterilization, and the activated
sludge process. A great deal is not yet known
about the details of some of these methods.Cer-
tainly one cannot be sure that all possible ways
of treatment have been discovered. These meth-
ods .may be used separately or in combinations to
accomplish a highly variable degree of purifica-
tion- to that of 100 per cent purification or to
a point where natural purification will take care
of the discharge. Screening, sedimentation and
the activated sludge process are often combined.
The Dayton, Ohio, plant combines screening, Im- ,
hoff tanks (which are sedimentation-digestion
tanks), filtration, and secondary sedimentation to
give high purification.

MINE WASTES

Important mine wastes come from abandoned
coal mines, The underground water running over
the sulphur-containing coal produces sulphuric
acid if air is present. Engineers have developed
methods of blocking air passages where possible
by utilizing explosives. In other places concrete
seals have been placed.

Some industrial wastes can be reclaimed. The
national law and interstate compact requires that
all industries in the Ohio Valley shall use some
method of removing the objectionable wastes
without dumping into the river if- an economical
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mode exists for the particular industry, or/if such
a method is later found.

An interesting case of a scientific search is the
history of wood pulp waste from paper mills. The
waste in this industry is sulphite liquid. Its dis-
charge into streams has a toxic effect and encour-
ages ugly algae scum growth. Various chemists
found that it could be made into cattle feed, fertil-
izer and dyes. But these outlets were both costly
and used only part of the total waste. Two Ameri-
can chemists, however, considered the feasibility
of using its bacteria raising possibilities to gen-
erate methane gas. The bacteria live upon the
bits of waste pulp remaining in the liquid with
the result that all the sulphite liquid can be used.
There is now no need of selling the product
evolved, since the mills can use it themselves in
engines developed for the purpose. .Liquid waste
from each ton of paper made produces heat
enough to equal 400 pounds of good coal.

Cincinnati now has some of the data concerning
approximate daily variations in sewage quantity
(per capita contribution and total flows) and
some idea as to what is going into the sewerage
system. From these data a report has been made
as it applies to Duck Creek and the Little Miami
River. From these facts local authorities have
proceeded to confer upon an administrative set-up
which apparantly will be so arranged that Cin-
cinnati will build and operate an experimental
plant and charge the cooperating Miami valley
communities their proportionate share. Future
treatment will be based on this experience. Eco-
nomics "will be a governing factor.

A beginning will have been made. From that
beginning it is hoped that action will follow to
include all sources of our menacing pollution as
quickly as economically possible.
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Steel House in Texas
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Cuts Courtesy Iron Age
Com pton Home

houses. The former aches and pains have been cast into a
miserable past by the use of arc-welded joints.

The Compton Home is the most unique of the two types
being built and is .designed for practicability rather than for
its apparently unusual architectural effect. Oval rooms and
beautifully curved corners completely eliminate right angle
dust-traps and allow a freer circulation of air. Even the closet
and hallway corners have been rounded. The double plastic
and stucco walls have a "dead air" space for heat and sound,
insulation. The main framework of the house is entirely of
steel - steel floor joists, studs, laths, sills and .roof trusses.
Floor and roof surfacing are of non-combustible materials.
Nowhere in the house is a piece of wood to -be found.

The Soule House employs the same fireproof construction
but the architect's plan-view and sketch shows it to be of a
more conventional design. A question of' doubt rests on the
popular choice between the two designs but the fact remains
that California has finally claimed a steel house that is suited
to her temperamental weather.

Floor Plan

of

Soule House

YEARS of experimenting in steel construction has caused
a revolutionary trend. in home building. The residential

districts of Los Angeles and San Francisco are the scenes of
intense interest in this new idea. Houses that will stand the
tremors of earthquakes, the ravages of storms, and the cruel
stresses and strains caused by sudden changes in temperature
are essential in the two big cities of California. Not many
weeks ago steel houses made their debut and are being viewed
without the skepticisms that prevailed in previous years of
steel house failures.

Early experiments were heart-breaking due to an element
of construction which the builders did not foresee. Sheet steel
was the backbone of the first steel houses. Hot days and quick-
cooling nights caused a rapid expansion of the steel in the
daytime and a noisy contractionat twilight. People were al-
most scared out of their homes by the ghostly creaks and

<, groans of the metal as it underwent daily tortures of tempera-
ture change. This trouble has been eliminated by arc-welding.
Not a single bolt or screw, can be found in any of the new

Floor Plan

of

Compton Home
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EnWARD' MILLER

vRITA OBERME,YER
JACK OUDER,KIRK
LEROY PRYSE
JOHN QUITTER
WILLIAM RANZ

VERNA RJTGHIE,
RUT'H SCHOENLING
ELOISE SIECK
DELORESSTE:WART
EDWARD UTZ
CLARA WALD-
JULIA WALD

FRESHMAN
EACH year a thousand freshmen enter the Uni-

versity of Cincinnati. To them university
classes and life represent a vast change from .the
high school environment to which they wereac-
customed. To most of 'them life on the campus
is a tremendously complicated problem.Particu-
larly is it difficult for the out-of-town men and
women who must establish, in Cincinnati, a new
home environment as well as adjust themselves
to university procedures and customs.

Universities are now seeking' to provide fresh-
man guidance-in orientation courses and advisory
systems. 'I'heseicourses and systems are being
revised from year to year. to meet new problems
and conditions.

Ten 'years ago ·fre~hman·guidance took on a
very different aspect. The first day of school was
one of humiliation and chagrin- for the new stu-
dent. September, 1929 found some hundred or
more freshmen sprawled on the turf in the quad-
rangle reluctantly removing shoes. Barefoot,
they were escorted by upperclassmen. on. a-tour of
the campus amid the jeers and "cat calls" of" on-
lookers. On returning to the quadrangle a vast
and ridiculous assortment .,of shoes, tied in an
incredible number of knots, awaited them.

For several years, in our College of Engineer-
ing and Commerce and School of Applied Arts,
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ORIENTATION
freshman guidance began with an Orientation
Day which was followed bya number of convoca-
tions.. The arrangements for such activities
were in the hands of an all-university Orientation
Committee. Orientation Day usually included
registration, a tour of the campus, convocation,
a luncheon, and. sometimes smaller college convo-
cations. TheDean of Menand his staff were kept
terrifically busy interviewing the hundreds of
freshmen men, trying to answer the hundreds of
questions concerning proceduresand customs and
to assist freshmen in making adjustments,

Last year the President of Student Council,
feeling that this problem merited serious consid-
eration, appointed a special committee .to study
the situation in all its aspects and to make recom-
mendations. This committee studied the Junior
Advisory system, which the women had been us-
ingfor some years, systems employed by other
colleges and universities, and a concrete plan pre-
sented by Dean Arthur Postle, Dean of Men, for
a men's program on this campus. The deans of
the various undergraduate colleges also gave help-
ful advice. All this study gave rise to a plan of
orientation including both a pre-matriculation
program and a series of meetings, extending
through the first term, to be planned and executed
by the Tribunals in- each college with additions of
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as many upperclass and faculty advisers as was ities and Their Place, Conduct On and Off Campus,
deemed necessary. and Financial Planning.

The Deans agreed to make attendance of all Individual interviews with freshmen were held
freshmen compulsory. The Dean of Men and the first week in order to discover individual prob-
Dean of Women agreed to furnish the facilities lems. Under the new program, the advisers made
of their offices and to assist in whatever capacity appointments, for interviews with each freshman,
they were needed. at the first discussion meeting and endeavored to

The Engineering Tribunal, headed by Henry talk with each freshman during the first week of
Krauskopf and including Everett Yelton, Ells- school. During this first week questions which
worth Nelson, Edward Dinkelaker, Bill Walker, pressed for immediate answers were settled.
Roy Purvis, Susanne Wolfe, Dr. Gowdy as Fac- Another new phase of Orientation was the ad-
ulty Adviser, and Hains Landen as an ex-officio ministering October 5th of the Psychological Test
member, met at regular intervals throughout the prepared by the American Council on Education.
summer 'planning the programs and deciding This test, of an aptitude nature, rather than the

,specific plans for handling the orientation of ordinary intelligence test, was administered by
freshmen in the College of Engineering and Com- Dr. Arthur G. Bills, head of the Psychology De-
merce and the Sch091 of Applied Arts. partment, and Mr. Frank Wright, graduate stu-

The first phase of the program, the pre-matric- ?ent in Psychology. Since this test will be given
ulation program, was carried out during Septem- In all colleges of the University and in several
ber. Letters were sent to the freshmen advising hundre.d other colleges and univ~rsities, our fresh-
them that they should be present Saturday, Sep- m~n WIll be able to see how their scores compare
tember 16th. On this day the freshmen registered WIth those made by other freshmen in this and
in The Union at 9 :30 A.M. Here they bought a . oth~r coll~ges. They should be able to discover
strip of tickets which entitled them to a fresh- their particular strengths and weaknesses. This
man cap, admission to the Orientation luncheon should be a valuable aid to advise-rs in dealing
and the freshman mixer, and a tour of the city. with t~e indi:iduals in their respect~ve gr~ups.
'I'he freshmen, after being divided into small In dISCUSSIngthe new post-matriculation pro-
groups, were guided by upperclassmen on a tour gram for -the freshmen with several members of
of the campus. At 12 :00 o'clock luncheon was the faculty the problem of the student adviser's
held in The Great Hall where the new students presentation was brought out. While the student
were welcomed by President Walters. Vice-Presi- advisers are enthusiastic, conscientious leaders,
dent Laurence, Acting Dean Gowdy, Dean Postle, they ~re handicapped by a lack of training and
Dean Ingle and others at the speaker's table greet- 'experIence In personnel work.
ed the freshmen briefly as they were presented by At each meeting the student advisers give the
the toastmaster, Henry Krauskopf. Following the f:eshmen mimeo~raphed outlines of the discus-
luncheon the women had a special convocation and sion for that particular day. Most of the student
the men had the choice of taking a tour of the a.dvisers are impressed :Vith .the splendid coopera-
city in chartered buses or entering into the pro- tion the faculty have given In this new program.
gram of games. It so happened that, because of The interviews have been worthwhile and on the
the warm weather, the program of games turned whole success!ul. H?re again, the chief criticism
into a swimming party. must be the inexperrence of upperclassmen. On

. . . the other hand, students are familiar with student
. What a contras~ this Orientation Day of 1939 problems and therefore make sympathetic, as well
I~ to the one described o~ ten ye~rs ~go. Orienta- as helpful, advisers.
tion Day has been transformed Into a day planned Openly, the freshmen feel that the system takes
wholly for the welfare and pleasure of the fresh- t h f thei ti \ d I hases iup 00 muc 0 err ime an In some p ases IS
men"students. A great step has b.een made toward quite unnecessary. Seriously the freshmen know'
hel~lng the tfreshman become adjusted to his new that the series of discussion have been a great help
enVlronmen · " tti · t · it d· ..In ge mg In 0 urnversi y aca ernie and social life.

After a heated meeting, on September 19th, of All must agree, however, that the perpetuation
the upperclassmen, faculty and advisers, the post- of the system will depend on a well organized
matriculation program was launched. Each Wed- training program for potential student leaders
nesday the freshmen assemble in groups of fifteen, and advisers. The experience of this year will

.presided over by upperclass student advisers. In enable the upperclassmen to present an improved
weekly sequence the following discussions are ar- and enlarged Orientation Program next year.
ranged: Time Budgeting, Study Habits, Activ- Susanne Wolfe
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ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES
Philip Seeskin and Robert Penian, E.E. ·40

The departmental groups develop the feeling of school spirit in engineering students
. by offering activities to all their members. Intra-mural sports, picnics, parties, make
the students feel that our university offers good fellowship as well as good education ..

THE Engineering College can now boast of t~e T~irty men of the Enginee~in~, Applied Arts and
"most active group on the campus." In their LIberal Arts Colleges were invited. After a short

sublime egotism, the Gas House Gang lays claim welcoming address, Professor Park, head of the
to this distinction. To prove its point, the English Department of the Engineering College,
A.I.Ch.E. has lost no time in launching its 1939- explained the purpose, significance and ideals of
40 program. The informal lecture programs, the fraternity. Professor Hoffmann was again
which are now a campus tradition, were inaugu- the man of the hour as he provided the evening's
rated on the second Friday of this school year. lighter entertainment by showing colored stills
In line with the Freshman Orientation program, and moving pictures of India, Africa and a few
a meeting was held for those chemical engineers of the South American countries. Especially
who sport the Red and Black pots. At this time amusing was Professor Hoffmann's strong dislike
they were advised of the aims and activities of of the meandering sacred cow of India.
the A.l.Ch.E. At the first meeting of the I. Ae. S. plans were

Tau Beta Pi, national honorary scholastic en- made for accepting new members and for renew-
gineering fraternity has elected to membership: ing old memberships at national headquarters.
Honor Juniors -Robert Do'epken, Paul Menefee, Membership, program and Co-op Day committees
Robert Tour, and Irving Spielberg; Seniors - were appointed. Beside the usual weekly student-
Marvin Deleplane, Roy Fink, Hugh Funkhouser, conducted program, the I. Ae. S. will sponsor ~ne
Harold Gregory, George Huisman, George Mor- large meeting each section. The speakers at these
ton, John Popp, Frank Riordan, Philip Seeskin, section meetings will be persons of local or na-
Thomas Sharkey and Robert Vetter. Dr. Robert C. tional fame.
Gowdy, Acting Dean of the College of Engineer- Lest the above survey of this yet infant school
ing and Commerce, has also been elected to mem- year's Engineering activities seem too completely
bership. The new members were pledged at the masculine in nature it might be well to mention
Y.M.C.A., while the formal initiation banquet and the fact that our young ladies, who fit so easily
the Initiation Dance were held at the Kemper and charmingly into the every-day doings of the
Lane Hotel. Engineering College, have also been active along

The members of A. I. E. E. were the guests of the organization front.
Eta Kappa Nu, national honorary electrical fra- With the dissolving of the Chern-Commerce and
ternity, at a smoker held in the Student Union Co-Ep Clubs came the organization of a new club
Building. Professor C. B. Hoffmann, of the Elec- for cooperative women. The new club has taken
trical Faculty, who made a trip around the world over the name of "Co-Ep" and has planned an
this past winter, took the group on a moving pic- interesting program of SOCIaland business meet-
ture tour of South America, Africa and India. ings for the year. A Co-Ep Board consisting of
He promised that this picture tour of the world the President, Susanne Wolfe; Vice-President,
would be completed at another meeting. A pic- Kathleen Cundy; Secretary, Florence Endebrock;
ture of the Taj Mahal taken' at sunrise won the Treasurer, Ruth Killian; Faculty Adviser, Mrs.
admiration' of those present. In conjunction with Palmer; Business Administration Representative-
the pictures, Professor Hoffmann related many at-large, Ruth Doherty; Applied Arts Representa-
humorous incidents. The most amusing' of these tive-at-large, Ann Williams; and Committee
occurred when he was handed a bill for $42,000.00 Chairmen, Madelyn Baetz, Ruth Mueller, Jane
in a Brazilian night-club. After speaking to the Manogue, Marjorie Marshall and Gertrude Mauch
waiter, the head-waiter and the manager, he dis- will meet monthly to take care of routine business
covered much to his relief that the bill was for matters. From this group come leaders in all
only $2.40 in U. S. dollars. campus activities including Mortar Board,

A pledge meeting of Phi Eta Sigma, national Y.W.C.A., Guidon, Penguin Club, W.A.A., Wom-
freshman honor society, was held at the Y.M.C.A. en's Senate and many honoraries.
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The Safe Harbor Dam at Safe Harbor. Pa.

has been. for the past five years. a testing

ground for a new kind of steel that abso-

lutely refuses to be corroded. A plate of

this metal is located on the upstream face

of spillway No.5.

Courtesy Scientific Machinery

Courtesy Machinery

Courtesy Clad News

Shatter-proof plate glass in 1940 model

automobile is uniq ue for its absence of

vision distortion. A new process has pro-

duced a plate qless, that transmits true im-.

ages. In it most of the objectional qual-

ities of sheet-glass have been eliminated.

Courtesy Scientific Machinery

The Worlcfs Fair at New York this year

included in its thousands of exhibits this

automobile with a transparent body made

of Plexiqles, Plexiglas is an easily molded

plastic compound having a high coefficient

of light transmission.



ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
w. K. Schultz. Ch.E. 142

Electron optics provides science with a new and effective instrument. the electron
microscope. which has already solved many important research problems. With this
instrument one can obtain higher magnifications than are theoretically possible with
a glass optical system.

BECAUSE of its rapidly increasing industrial U. S., "Telefunken" and "A; E. G." in Germany,
and academic importance, as well as its very and "Phillips" of Holland.

recent development, the science of electron optics The electron microscope has already attained
should be of interest to all engineers, as well as great importance in the fields of metallurgy,
to the research workers in most of the important chemistry and bacteriology. For instance, in the
fields, especially biology and bacteriology, metal- study of thoriated tungsten lamp filaments, A.
lurgy and chemistry. Ahern and J. A.Becker, of the Bell Telephone

Electron optics, as a science, is a very. recent .Laboratories, used electron microscopes of the
development, although the meth- type shown in Fig. 3. Many
ods and subjects adopted in its phenomena were observed that
creation are not new. The study Cathode could not be studied by means of
of electrons has always been I. optical devices. In metallurgical
based upon the mechanical or studies of this kind, the specimen
electrodynamical viewpoint. Only is heated by means of an electric
recently has it become associated current, and as a consequence it
with the principles of geometrical 2 emits electrons that travel com-
optics. The results of this union 4 paratively slowly. The intensity
have been astonishing and as yet of electron emission seems to bear
it is hard to predict the impor- a relationship to the crystal
tance of the new developments structure of the emitting sub-
that have resulted. ~The whole stance, since it is observed that
subject of electron optics is based there is a close geometric resem-
upon the fact that the normally 7 blance between electron images
straight path of an electron is c3 and optical images of the same
affected and its direction changed object (Fig. 2). Considerable
by the presence of an electrostatic 6 difference in detail is observed
or magnetic field. This knowl- when electron and optical images
edge was used in 1926 to show are compared. However, certain
that the action of a short, axially details due to electron emission
symmetrical magnetic field upon ..5 are seen in electron pictures and
electron rays is very similar to not in optical pictures. The crys-
that ofa glass lens upon light tal pattern of a metal such as
rays. This proved to be the ac- Fig.. I. Magnetic Microscope. nickel or tungsten may be ob-
tual birth of the science of electron optics. In served by electron emission even though the sur-
1931-32., C. J. Davisson and C. J. Calbick, of the face is sprayed ~with a thin layer of a material
Bell Telephone Laboratories, realized that axially such as barium. This seems due to the fact that
symetrical electrostatic fields could also be used the Richardson work function (energy in excess
as "electron lenses." Since then the use of elec- of the amount required by an electron in order
tron lenses to project images has been developed that it may break away from the crystal) of the
both with magnetic lenses and with electrostatic barium is changed by the different crystal faces
lenses. Recent industrial need has lent added beneath it. An interesting observation can be
stimulus to the .perfection of electron optical de- made upon the transition of iron from the a to
vices, notably television, electron guns and elec- the y stage when it is heated. As a tapered iron
tron microscopy. The most prominent organiza- cathode is heated electrically a temperature grad i-
tions conducting research are "Electrical and entoccurs, and if one end of the strip is just
Musical Industries," of England, "R. C. A.'" in above the transition temperature the other end
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will be below this temperature (due to the vary-
ing resistance of the tapered strip). A line of
crystal transition will be seen at some intermedi-
ate point where the temperature is just right.
By increasing the heating current it is possible
to see the transition boundary move back and

obtained while at the .same time electrostatic
microscopes were developed.

The objective of the electron microscope is usu-
ally made up of two charged diaphragms that
contain circular apertures. These lenses may have
a focal length of 1 to 5 mm., and with single stage
magnification enlarge to several hundred diame-
ters. With two stage magnification, diameters up
to several thousand may be readily attained.

In the inspection of small objects by transmit-
ted electrons, a magnetic instrument similar to
that shown in Fig. 1 is used. Electrons are given
off by a cathode in a vacuum discharge, and are
accelerated and directed by the condenser mag-
net 1 upon the object at 2. The electron velocity
here is possibly 60 kilovolts. The intermediate
image formed at 3 by the objective coil 4 is mag-
nified again and projected upon the fluorescent
screen 5 by the projection coil 6. The instrument
is evacuated to the greatest possible degree, and
the poles of the magnets project into the vacuum.
Focal lengths as short as 5 mm. or less are ob-
tained, and when the distance 7 is near 60 em.

Courtesy C. J. Davisson and Frank Gray, Bell Telephone Lab.

Fig. 2. Comparison of electron image (above) and optical image
(below) of tungsten grain boundaries.

forth, and to observe the growth of the a. or y
crystallites. A microscope of the type shown in
Fig. 3 is used in making observations of the above
nature.

ELECTRON TRANSMISSION AND EMISSION

In some other metallurgical or chemical studies
the specimen may have a stream of electrons di-
rected upon its surface. Those electrons that are-
reflected into the lens are focused in much the
same manner as light rays are reflected into and
focused by an ordinary microscope. Bacterio-
logical .Qr other organic specimens are usually
placed in the path of a concentrated stream of
electrons, the images being formed by the focus-
ing of the transmitted electrons. Especially is
the electron microscope valuable in studying sub-
microscopic organisms, as the resolving power
possible of attainment is between ten and one
hundred times greater than the maximum theo-
retical resolving power of an optical system. The
smallest distance ever resolved by an optical sys-
tem with ultra-violet rays is 10-scm, while it is
possible to resolve a distance of 10-7cm using an
electron microscope (this takes into account lens
errors such as abberation, etc.). In 1931 the first
high magnifications with magnetic lenses were

OCTOBER. 1939

Courtesy Bell Telephone Lab.

Fig. 3. Electrostatic Microscope

magnification of several thousand diameters is
produced. With such high magnifications the
electron density at the object must be as great as
possible without damaging the object. The tech-
nique of preparing organic objects for electron
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study by soaking them in osmium salts has re- From Fermat's and Lagrange's principles, it
cently been developed. The electron bombard- can be shown that the path of an electron through
ment burns away the organic substance and leaves an electrostatic field of potential V may be identi-
an osmium skeleton in the shape of the cell struc- fied with the path of a 'ray of light through re-
ture of the original organism. fractive media if the index of refraction N for

The type of electron emission from or trans- the ray is taken as N==kylV, k being a constant.
mission through the object determines whether It follows from Snell's law that optical and elec-

A ....., v tron refraction are· associated as follows;
LJ ..?/J,,/J 1 A ~~nn J/

N being the optical refractive index. In other
words, the refractive index for electronics may be
measured as the square root of the voltage. The
principal difference between refraction of an elec-
tron and of a ray of light lies in the fact that a
light ray is generally refracted by a finite num-
ber of plane or curved surfaces where the refrac-
tive index changes suddenly, while in electron
optical arrangements the refractive index changes
continually along the path of the electron, thus
causing this path to assume a smooth curve. This
difference is overcome by assuming the range .of
continously changing potential to be divided into
a finite number of constant voltage zones, and
ap.:plying Snell's law repeatedly.

That the collinear relationship of ordinary op-
tics is adaptable to the study of the action of
electrostatic and magnetic fields on electrons can
easily be shown. When an optical image is to be

IVI • t
. . S formed, any point of the Image space mus cor-Fig. 4. Above. Simple Lens ystem. . •• .

Below. Geometric Ray Tracing. respond to a conjugate point In the object space.
Straight lines between any two points must be

electrostatic or magnetic lenses will be used in reproduced in the image as straight lines. To
any particular application. For thermionic (hot obtain such a mathematical transformation, three
cathode) emission of comparatively slow elec- coordinates of the object space must be connected
trons, electrostatic lenses can be used, as they will with three coordinates of the image space by a
accelerate the slow moving electrons toward the set of linear equations which form the collinear
fluorescent image screen. When small organisms relationship of ordinary optical mathematics. If
or delicate structures are to be magnified, they it is restricted to axially symmetrical fields, the
must however, be "illuminated" with a stream of collinear relation between the two coordinates
high 'speed transmitted electrons and their ima~e of each space is reduced to a system of two equa-
projected upon the screen with powerful magnetic tions with five constants; and these constants de-
lenses. fine the six "cardinal" points of the lens system.

THEORY These six points are the two focal points, the two
. · · principal points, and the two nodal points.

The fundamental principles of ~lectr.on optics In order to simplify matters this discussion
are based upon the concept of the identity of. the will be confined at present to paraxial rays, which
optical description of the path of a beam ~f light travel so close to the axis of the system that the
through refractive ~edia and the me<:halllcal de- sine of the angle r:[> between ray and axis will ap-
scription of the motion of a mass pomt through proximate the angle. This first order approxima-
a potential field. This concept was presented as tion bears out the collinear relation well enough
early as 1827, before the idea of an electron ex- that the properties of actual lens systems can be
isted. It was 60 years later that electron mech.an- described by the use of the six "cardinal" points.
ics developed, and 30 years after that the subject .
of electron optics came into existence. (Cont~nued on Page 29)
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- SEEN AND HEARDGRADUATE ENGINEERS WITH 1939 GRADUATES

O0 R D INAT 0 RS ART JOHNSON, A.A., doing artBEe 0 M E C display work for the Cincinnati
. I Enquirer .... GEORGE REIDER,

Ruth Mueller, Bus.Ad. 41 C.E., building bridges for the Fred-

FOLLOWING in the footsteps of the late Dean Herman erick Snare Corp. in New EnglaEnd
· tem J d WILLIAM BERTSCHE, Com. .,Schneider founder of the Cooperative sys em In e u- · · · .. b t h

' .. h f d learning more a au cameras as ecation, are three engmeermg graduates who ave oun k t th E t K d k Com-
. · · iti th h t the war s a e as man 0 aposts as coordinators In other umversi res roug ou . R h t N _y' k

· · t d 1 f th · pany In oc es er, ew or ....United States. No doubt retaining a grea ea 0 e In- Z E E " iddl .. 1
. · d th LOUIS IMOV, :.I. ., ffil e-aiS -formation and ide~s whI~h they receive . as co-ops, ey ing" it about the middle of October

are now engaged In placing students on Jobs where they D R G Ch.E I t
· · hi h fits J ith thei In··.. AVID OSENBER, .., ascan get practical experience w IC s m WI ell' p a year's editor of the COOPERATIVE

of study. ENGINEER meddling with test
ROBERT HYNES, C.E. '25 tubes at the Hooker Electrochem-

Mr. Hynes is at present coordinator in the Coo~era~ive ical Company, Niagara Falls, New
Division of Cleveland College, Western Reserve Univeraity, York .... LUTHER MAROHN, Bus.
Cleveland, Ohio. While an undergraduate student here at Ad., off to take pre-medical work
the University, Mr. Hynes was president of the Student somewhere in Wisconsin....
Council and was a member of the football and baseball BETTY KIRBY, HELEN SCHAFSTALL
teams. and GENEVIEVE KRUTHAUP, Bus.

After receiving his degree in 1925,. he i~mediatelY t?O~ Ad., secretarying President Wal-
a position with the Baltimore and OhIO Railroad as a civil tel's Dean Barbour of the College
engineer. In 1932 he became coordinator in theU. C. Co- of Liberal Arts, and Mrs. Ingle,
ordination Department. In 1934 he left 'the Uni~ersity to Dean of Women, respectively ....
become manager of the Allied Concrete Processing Com- PERRY RITCHIE, A.E., designing
pany, Indianapolis, Indiana. While. in t~is positi~n h.e was airplanes at Wright Field, Dayton,
elected president of the Sales Engineering Service, m In- Ohio . . . . HOWARDHUTZELMAN,
dianapolis, and was selected as a member of. the Personnel M.E., comfortably settled with
Department of the Tennessee Valley Authority. bride in Dayton, Ohio, as he carries

He joined' the staff of Cleveland College on January 1, his lunch pail to the National Cash
1936, at which time the Cooperative Division was inaugu- Register Company .... DONALD
rated. The Cleveland College Division of Western Reserve MONTGOMERY,Ch.E., taking time
University is not located on the University campus, but is off from "fellowing" in the U. C.
five miles distant in the downtown center of Cleveland. The Physics Department to win a port-
College was founded as an adult education institution in able radio on a Sunday afternoon
1925. The enrollment grew rapidly and this fall, 6000 stu- "Right or Wrong" program ....
dents are enrolled. . CHARLES SPRING, Com.E., former

The cooperative plan there covers the fields of business Tau Beta Pi president and math
administration and the arts and sciences - the:e are no assistant, winning a name for him-
engineering courses. Instead of the seven and eight week self at the United States Steel Cor-
periods of alteration used here at U. C., Cl~veland College poration, Chicago, Illinois ....
has two changes a year - in February and in August. !he JOHN SHANNON, Land. Arch.,
students study one night course ~hil: they are o~ the Job, , planning landscaping for the T. V.
so that the coordinators can maintain contact with them. A. in Knoxville, Tennessee . . . .
Each student is in school for a full semester and a summer ARTHUR McNEIL, Bus. Ad., "re-
session thus enabling him to obtain his degree in five years. porting" for the Retail Credit

Mr. Hynes writes that Cleveland College is now in the Company in Cincinnati ... ERWIN
fourth year of the Cooperative plan and that 293 students MANNY, M.E., turning on the
are "co-oping." There are approximately as many women lights in Dayton at the Dayton
as men students. Since many of the students are preparing Power and Light Company . . . .
for professional fields and are taking their pre?arato~y ~USSE~, WI:rTE, ~R., C.E.~ "taking
work under the cooperative plan, they have as varied a list It easy doing CIty planning work
of cooperative jobs as are found here at U. C. Many of the for Ft. Thomas, Kentucky ....
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young men and women are interested in becom- people, by trial and error, to find their natural
ing doctors and nurses and are working in hos- work in life, and to help them secure the necessary
pitals; others are studying to be librarians and skills and techniques in addition to their formal
these people work in the Cleveland and suburban education. We also emphasize the vocational
library systems. The business administration guidance feature of our work through counseling
students are holding positions comparable to those at school plus trial and error on cooperative jobs."
held by the business administration students here. In the coordination department at Fenn Col-

Mr. Hynes pays a fine tribute to the late Dean lege, five coordinators give their time to placing
Schneider in the following excerpt from his let- students on jobs. About two-thirds of the stu-
tel": "In the last few years the cooperative plan dents work on the three month basis, the re-
of education has been extended to not only West- mainder using the double or six month shift. By
ern Reserve University, but to many other schools. using this system, the coordinators are able to
It is becoming more generally accepted by edu- meet the demands of seasonal industries at almost
cators that our beloved Dean Schneider's theory any time of the year, with or without the neces-
of well-rounded education under the cooperative sity of pairing.
plan is an ideal one. College administrators, Mr. Robinson's apprenticeship was as a co-
when investigating the plan, always went first to operative student, employed by the Cincinnati
Dean Schneider. In our own case, our Director, Planer Co. from 1907 to 1912, where he worked
Dr. Ellis, depended upon the advice and help of in most of the office and shop departments. Fol-
Dean Schneider and Assistant Dean Burns in set- lowing his graduation from college he was made
ting up the Cleveland College program. instructor in coordination here at the University

"Perhaps some of the younger students do not where he remained for four years in placement
have the memory of Dean Schneider that some of and supervision of industrial employment of co-
us alumni have. To us his thoughts and philoso- operative students.
phy are guide posts on our path of life. He de- From 1916 to 1920, IVIr.Robinson was professor
tested bluff and bombast. I have before me the of mechanical engineering at. the University of
letter he wrote to the Co-op Alumni in May of Akron where he taught a variety of subjects. The
1937 in which he said, '1 abhor, particularly, the exigencies of war time necessitated his teaching
spotlight up-fronter who has no glow of his own, freshman mathematics, strength of materials,
the carbonated pouter pigeon flag-pointer who mechanism, ferrous metallurgy, steam power
would rouse you to his standard,-which he hopes plant engineering, gas engine design, direct cur-
will be a gold standard.' He felt, very definitely, rent electricity and hydraulics.
that the cooperative plan did not produce men of He left Akron to become director of engineer-
that stamp. ing at Evansville College, Evansville, Indiana,

"It seems to me that the only suggestion I might where he developed the entire department from
make to the cooperative students at the University its beginning. He remained there eight years,
of Cincinnati, would be to study the writings and 1920-28.
lif'e of Dean Schneider and from them gain in- For the next four years he was director of
s.piration for th~ir fut~re ac~ions in their per~onal training and technical employment at the Cincin-
lives as well as In their business and professional nati Milling Machine Company Cincinnati Ohio

d " ' "en eavors. I where he personally handled all employment, in-
MAX E. ROBINSON. M.E. 12 eluding recruiting and placement for office and

Mr. Robinson is now director of cooperative technical departments. He organized and di-
work at Fenn College in Cleveland. He was ap- rected training programs for graduate engineers,
pointed to the Fenn post in 1933. His duties in- cooperative undergraduate students, foremen,
elude administration of the college's placement shop apprentices and other groups.
department and the maintenance of friendly rela- Mr. Robinson is extremely active in engineer-
tions between Fenn College and the 180 firms ing groups, holding the important post of chair-
which hire its students on their work periods. man of the Ohio section of the Society for the
Fenn College is one of the rapidly growing schools Promotion of Engineering Education. He is
in the country, giving courses in engineering, chairman of the membership committee of the
business administration and liberal arts,-all en- Cleveland Engineering Society and is chairman of
tirely on the cooperative plan. Mr. Robinson the acquaintance committees of both the Cleve-
writes that they have an enrollment of about 800 land Section of the American Society of Meehan-
students in the day school and 2200 in the night ical Engineers and the Machine Design Division
division. He says, "We endeavor to enable young of the Cleveland Engineering Society.
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CECIL A. KAPP. E.E. •19 Television Looks For Customers
An electrical engineering graduate of 1919, (Continued form Page 6)

Mr. Kapp is now director of cooperative educa- it has been necessary to use a channel 6 megacycles
tion at the Drexel Institute of Technology, Phila- wide for the transmission of one picture and one
delphia, Pennsylvania. sound program. In other words, each television

Following his graduation, Mr. Kapp worked as channel is approximately six times as wide as
an electrical engineer for the Roane Iron Com- the entire standard broadcast band, and occupies
pany and later for the Stonegap Colliery Com- as much "space" in the air as 600 broadcast sta-
pany. He left this latter position to become su- tions separated 10 kilocycles apart.
perintendent of construction with the West Vir- The extreme width of these television channels
ginia Engineering Company. has limited their number to seven for anyone

After a few years, he returned to cooperative location. That is, each city or area of approxi-
education, as Assistant at Georgia Tech. In 1922, mately fifty miles in diameter will not be allowed
he became director of cooperative education at to have more than seven television stations ac-
Drexel Institute, saw it grow in sixteen years cording to the present frequency allocations of
from insignificance to predominance on the the Federal Communications Commission.
Drexel campus, where two-thirds of the students
are now co-ops. AN UNUSUAL DIFFICULTY

The Drexel Institute, founded in 1891 by An- One peculiar problem which television engineers
thony J. Drexel, is a technical college for men and have encountered is the fact that these ultra-high
women, open for day and evening sessions. It is frequency waves will reflect from hills and build-
situated in the center of downtown Philadelphia, ings, and in a city such as New York where there
in one of the largest industrial and business cen- are a great many tall buildings, a receiver may
terse The cooperation of many of the leading receive the same signal twice. One wave may
business and industrial organizations afford ex- travel directly from the transmitting antenna to
ceptional opportunities to students of the Insti- the receiving antenna, while another wave may
tute to gain practical exper-ience in widely diversi- start in another direction, strike a building, and
fled fields. be reflected to the receiving antenna, thus taking

The Engineering School and the School of Busi- a longer path and consequently arriving at the
ness Administration offer five-year cooperative receiving antenna a bit later than the wave which
courses and upon their completion the student is traveled in a direct line. As a result, the Kines-
granted the degree of Bachelor of Science. The cope shows a double image.
cooperative system there is similar to the one here The cost of staging a television show has been
at U. C., combining practice and theory by alter- estimated tobe about ten times the cost of a radio
nating classroom studies with actual work off show, or about $3000 per hour, exclusive of talent.
campus. Students alternate every three or six The telecasting companies believe that their eli-
months depending upon the nature of their ents will be well repaid for this increase in their
work. The system used at the Institute is much advertising budgets. Although for many years
the same as that used here at U. C. Each student there will be fewer television sets than radio re-
is required to present a written report on each ceivers, each individual television set will have
work period, and this report, together with a rat- a greatly increased audience because of the nov-
ing from his employer, forms the basis for grant- elty of the entertainment. Yet there are many
ing "or withdrawing credit for the work. skeptics who believe that until a large number of

Mr. Kapp, as director of the cooperative di- sets are sold, the telecasting companies will have
vision, is in close contact with both the students to make and pay for their own programs.
and the business organizations with which they The price of television receivers has not as yet
work. In setting up the cooperative system at reached the point where every radio owner can
Drexel Institute, he too used the same plan as he also afford a television receiver. Television re-
himself followed as an undergraduate in the Col- ceiver prices now stand between $200 and $600,
lege of Engineering and Commerce. He has built but these will drop rapidly when production rates
up the cooperative plan at the Institute to a very can be increased and when some of the money
high degree. advanced for the research and development has

As an alumnus, Mr. Kapp has been an equally been paid back. At the present time, television
gratifying person. He was president, from 1935 receiver kits are on the market for those who de-
to 1937, of the Philadelphia Alumni Club, in sire to build their own receiver. The kits are
whose founding he played an important part. cheaper than factory built receivers.
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A Living Memorial
A special printing of the July issue of the COOPERATIVE ENGINEER, known as "The Corn-

memorative Edition," is in the hands of a committee of Co-op Alumni. This edition is to be
distributed to those who subscribe to the Student Aid Fund that is being created to carryon
some activities in which Dean Schneider took a direct personal interest. It is expected that
this fund will later become an integral part of the Herman Schneider Memorial Fund,
plans for which are already under way.

Dean Schneider, it will be remembered, had a firm conviction that no student who had
brains and willingness to work should be denied an education. From the beginning, an
important element in the cooperative plan was the opportunity for partial self-support. In
the case of many students whose problems the Dean came to know at first hand, there was
need for supplementary help. Sometimes this took the form of a loan, to be approved by
a committee. Sometimes it was a direct grant in aid to meet an emergency. For years the
Dean personally administered a fund of the latter kind which was made available larg~ly
by frequent gifts from one particular donor. Both loans and grants were later repaid,
often with additions, so that money was on hand for similar cases in each new group of
students. Of the Dean's many interests the matter of assistance to worthy students was
perhaps nearest to his heart.

The Dean's memory will be honored, and rightly so, in numerous ways. There will b~
no ornamental gateways or other static memorials, but living, constructive reminders which
will grow in usefulness and will perpetuate something of his own vitality. Some of them,
naturally, will require more time than others to establish, but the Alumni Committee has
felt that the Student Aid Project is one branch that can be started immediately. Although
the present goal is an outright gift, large or small, the Committee wishes to emphasize the
importance of annual subscriptions over a period of years, to be increased at the conveni-
ence of the giver or to be supplemented by special gifts or bequests for the support of a gen-
eral endowment, Subscribers who begin now, even with small amounts, will have the sat-
isfaction of knowing that their contributions will be used at once and will be reinvested
continually. They will have the further satisfaction of helping to build a larger foundation
for honoring Dean Schneider's memory.

The message printed ahove is addressed particularly to alumni and former
students of the College of Engineering and Commerce, hut it is also of
interest to present students and faculty memhers and to countless admirers
of Dean Schneider outside the University. As a means of paying tribute
to Dean Schneider's memory in a way that he would most have appreciated,
this plan, originating in the Executive Committee of the Co-op Alumni
Association, will commend itself to all who have known the Dean through
his long period of service to the community. The movement is only starting
now, but already it is growing rapidly. Names of individual subscribers
(without amounts) will be published from time to fime, along with other
news, such as representation by classes or hy geographical areas, hrief
messages from former co-ops, and so on. Suhscriptions should be sent to
William Huber, M. E. '17, Chairman, Schneider Memorial Committee,
care of the Alumni Office, Student Union Building, University of Cincinnati.
A copy of the Commemorative Edition of the Cooperative Engineer will
be sent to every subscriber.
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Electron Microscope
(Continued from Page 24)

A simple lens system consists of two metal tubes
arranged coaxially and kept at different electro-
static potentials (F'ig. 4a) _ Let the potential of
tube A be two thousa.nd volts (VI) and the po-
tential of tube B be five thousand volts (V2). The
midplane M is perpendicular to the x axis of the
system, and symmetrically between the tubes. If
the stream of electrons is directed into the tube
A, parallel to the x axis, the electrons are acceler-
ated from the potential VIto the Potential V2, and
are also gradually deflected.

ELECTRON RAY TRACING

To locate the path of the beams, a fluorescent
target T at the same potential as V2 is moved
back and forth in tube B. By observing the posi-
tion of the beams in the field-free space (indicated
by solid lines), one can see that the beams con-
verge to the focus point Fl. The principal plane
and principal point PI can be found by extrapo-
lating the straight portions of the beam to their
intersection. To find the other focal point and
the principal point, the directions are reversed,
and parallel beams are sent in on the high poten-
tial side. In this manner are located F2 and P2.
The two remaining cardinal points are the nodal
points, K1 and K2• With respect to the focal points, OJ:::lec t f3arre'/O'Jfortion PincuJhion
these nodal points lie in the same direction as the Fig. 5. Common Lens Errors.

respective principal points, but are translated by I A I A d ( bi t d .J

h diff · · 1 b h I I == C, o 2 == 0 jec an Imagetel. erence In numerical va ue etween t e two . ) - .
SIzes ·focal lengths_ '

It will be seen that the principal points and FIPI == f1, F2P2 == f2 (focal lengths),
nodal points are crossed over with respect to their it follows that for lateral magnification,
corresponding focal points, and both principal d f

I
b

points lie on the same side of the midplane, - == - == -.
namely, the low voltage side. The position of the e a £2
six cardinal points controls the size as well as po- It can be shown, by using the above relationship
sition of the image of the source of any set of together with Lagrange's law, and by taking the
electron rays. Hence they are of prime impor- refractive index as the square root of the voltage,
tance in the design of any lens set. This is shown that
by the graphical tracing of rays, Fig. 4b. An f

I
\/V--

image is found at 12 (I2A2), by tracing a paraxial _ == _~
beam through A, of the object, and extending its f2 V V2

refracted path from principal plane P2 through In other words, the ratio of the focal lengths of
the focal point F 2- A second beam from Al the lens is equal to the ratio of the square roots of
through focal point F1, when refracted at the prin- the electrode potentials.
cipal plant PI' leaves this principal plane parallel
to the axis, and intersects the first ray at A2, form- LENS ERRORS
ing the image of AI. If the following relations There are five main errors which occur in elec-
hold, Fig. 4-b, tron optics, that must be corrected, as far as pos-

I1FI == a, 12F2 == b (object and image dis- sible, to obtain correct images and large magnifi-
tance), measuring from the respec- cations. The only practical way of correcting
tive focal points; lens systems is to trace rays through equipoten-
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tia1 plots, and then correct the shape of the Memoirs of a Crapshooter
electrodes. (Continued from Page 12)

The first of the errors is spherical aberration,
which occurs, as in optical systems, when rays Wx and W 7 are the number of ways of making any
from a point source do not recombine to form a number x and 7 respectively. This generaliza-
point image (Fig. 5). Experiments seem to tion nets us the following:
prove that aberration decreases as the voltages
increase. "Coma" is another error that is usu- P 4 = P1Q = l6
ally found along with aberration. It occurs when 2
points lying far from the axis are reproduced in P5 == Pg - 45
an off position, either toward the center of the p _ p _ 25
image surface or too far away from it. Theoret- 6 - 8. 396
ically, all rays parallel to aa would be reproduced These computations seem to be getting hotter
at 1, Fig. 5, but if coma occurs, some of them, bb than a jitterbug on the downbeat, so please bear
and cc, would be reproduced at 2, thus causing a with me while I overcome a little mental friction.
lack of definition. To complete the analysis, we must add the prob-

Possibly the most serious error of electron op- ability of collecting by hitting 7 or 11 on the first
tical systems is curvature of field. The concavity throw and subtract the probability of "jerk-
of the image surf~ce is always towards the obj~ct, ing craps" on the same. Since P7 + Pn = -lL
and offers a considerable obstacle to the projec- . 36
tion of th~ image of a flat cathode. Th~ methods and P2 + P3 + P12 = 3~ ' the total probability of
of correcting curvature are too complicated for winning equals
discussion here, as are the details of the pro-
cedures in correcting other lens errors, but ap- ~ + (_1_) X 2 + ( ~ ) X 2 + ( 25 ) X 2 -
propriate texts and papers are readily available 36 36 45 396
for this work. Another error commonly encoun- 3~ or 21 . From this, we can see that the
tered is distortion, the most common form of .

hi h· II d ". hion' di t to B th odds are 20 to 7 or about 1.6 to 1 against thew IC IS ca e pmcus Ion IS or Ion. 0 h t
electrostatic and magnetic lenses are subject to s 00 ere
these errors, t~ varying degrees, although uncor- HELPFUL HINTS FOR A SHORT LIFE
rected magnetic systems usually produce better
images than uncorrected electrostatic systems. Th I . dd - hich t ·1e a arrnmg 0 S w rc seems 0 prevai

To go into greater detail of the development of may be counteracted by various means, exclusive
the theory of lens design and correction, would and otherwise. One of the latter consists in the
require much more space, as well as the use of utilization of "loaded," or really leaded dice, In
a considerable amount of higher mathematics, such "shyster" 'dice, the spots are scooped out,
and for these reasons the scope of this article is lead fillings are inserted, and the spots are then
limited. .However, "Electron Optics," by Otto recovered. Since the dice will show the opposite
Klemperer, of Cambridge University Press, offers face in a well-directed roll, they may be weighted
a very complete and understandable text as well so that any combination will turn up. Physical
as comprehensive bibliography, while "Electro- adjustments may be made so that either a 7 or
static Electron Optics," printed by Bell Tele- some other number will appear more frequently.
phone Publications, presents a clear discussion of In ethical manipulation, the first throw is usually
the mathematical theory connected with this of the bard-thrown, jumping type, so that the
subject. added weight will have a better chance to act on

The theoretical and mathematical development the dice. After several feeble throws which
of the science of electron optics is well established. "cover up," the shooter then throws another roll
The problems of the present, just as in the devel- of the first type and makes his point. If such
opment of Gaussian optics, are associated with underhanded methods are successful, the more un-
the perfecting of lens systems and the correcting fortunate players begin to "read 'em and weep."
of errors inherent in such systems. The practical Prolonged periods of weeping are usually con-
value of electron optics in the present-day world ducive to mob violence. At this stage of the game,
is leading to a very rapid development. The day the most accepted procedure is for the shooter to
may come when the electron microscope will be an use a bullet-proof vest to bolster up a very hasty
essential part of every well-equipped laboratory. retreat.
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Here's the set-up back of the familiar blue Long Distance and overseas telephone service.
Bell emblem- . . .4. Bell Telephone Laboratories, which carrres on
1. American Telephone and Telegraph Company, scientific research and development for the system.

which coordinates system activities-advises on . .. .
telephone operation _ searches for improved 5. Western ElectrIc, which IS the manufacturrng and
methods. distributing unit of the Bell System.

2. 24 associated operating companies, which provide With common policies and ideals, these Bell
telephone service in their respective territories. System companies all work as one to give yo·u

3. Long Lines Department of A. T. & T., which inter- the finest and friendliest telephone service -
connects the operating companies and handles at lowest cost.
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Instruction In Industrial Relations ~ngineer-managers who h.ave ~ombined ,:ith
. then' knowledge of the material SCIences a SCIen-

(Coniinued from Pag e 10) t ific study of human relations, are usually su-
perior to other industrial managers in their ap-

has finished, I think the problem has been dis- proach.
cussed adequately, I so state. If not, I ask a few If I may review n1Y contentions in this chap-
questions to see if I cannot get the class to take tel", I have pointed out that we have to face these
the correct point of view. My students tell me fou~" facts, F!rst, t~e increasing importance of
th t th 10k thi t f th b t Ps engmeers as industr-ial exccutives ; second, the

a .ey 1 e IS par 0 _e cou~se. es ° 'Y- fact that the management of labor relations is
chologically, they should. For this IS the part largely in their hands; third, the overwhelming
where they do the most thinking for themselves, importance of a proper administration of these
and where they contribute most to the develop- relations; and fourth, the lack of preparedness
ment of the course. The things that we take an of engineer executives to handle these matters
active part in are the things ill which we find most properly.
interest.

I will complete my discussion of how I conduct
my industrial relations classes for business ad-
ministration students with a brief reference to the
third part of the report course. The subject which
I assign each year has to do with the experience
of each student on his job. I tell them to be care-
ful not to mention names or to present facts which
would identify the firm that they are describing.
If, in their judgment, the firm has sound indus-
trial relations policies, I ask them to describe these
policies and tell why they think they are satis-
factory. If their experience, in their opinion,
does not permit them to write such a report, I ask
them to consider themselves managers of hypo-
thetical concerns and to outline a plan by which
they would attempt to maintain constructive in-
dustrial relations policies.

As a by-product of these courses, I attempt to
give my students practice in writing reports and
practice in leading group discussions. As a re-
sult of my own experience in business and indus-
try, I am convinced that anyone who has to deal
with others should be able to talk and write con-
vincingly.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

I now come to the teaching of industrial rela-
tions in engineering classes. If any group of
students need instructions in industrial relations,
engineering students do. They are the ones, more
than any others who will be handling factory
labor, or labor on big construction jobs. They are
the ones who will be faced with some of the most
difficult labor situations. Yet, the time and effort
necessary to master their professional courses is
such that instruction in industrial relations has
to be reduced to a minimum. At this point, I
want to substantiate what I have said with a quo-
tation from "The New Leadership in Industry,"
of which Sam A. Lewisohn, Vice President of the
Miami Copper Company, is author. Says Mr.
Lewisohn on pages 97 and 98 of his book:-
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to hear, C C Say, Bill, put a tac on that BTA, and after
you've hooked up the pots and c-r's and plugged power,
see if she still swings and hun ts!"

All of which made as much sense to the visitor as C C gate,"
"jive," "alligator," and similar swing-music terms mean
to a symphony conductor. Translated, the young man was
merely asking his co-worker to connect certain instruments
to the motor, turn on the power, and notice whether the
motor ran smoothly.

Few of the graduate engineers selected by General Electric
for its Test Course are familiar with this Test man's
jargon when they arrive. But after a few days in the
shops the new man, too, is rattling away in the technical
double talk as expertly as his elders.

ENTERTAINING ROYALTY--
8Y PROXY

WHEN Great Britain's King and Queen visited the
New York World's Fair on their international social

call, 20 farmers were able to watch the royal pair as
closely as if they were entertaining Their Majesties out
on the farm. And the rural folk were 130 miles away
from the Fair grounds.

This long-distance watching was made possible by G-E
television engineers. Directed by C. A. Priest, Maine '25 and
ex-Test man, radio engineer for General Electric, they were
sim pIy proving that television programs could sometimes
be received at a far greater distance than the previously
supposed limit of 40 to 50 miles.

For, instantly and clearly, while the King and Queen in-
spected the Fair, television reproduced complete details of
their visit to the group- 130 miles away, atop the Helder-
berg Hills near Schenectady. Not far from the scene of this
expcrj men t is General Electric's powerful new television
station, W2XB, soon to go on the air.

TRAVELING HOTEL~

NEXT Spring, when a hotel-on-wheels rolls into Bom-
bay, India, some of the citizenry may have grave

doubts about their sanity. Or they may blame the blazing
tropical sun. They'll be wrong. Lawrence Thaw's trans-
Asiatic motorcade will be completing a 14,00o-mile safari
from Paris.

Quite obviously, such things as ra.ooo.mile trips require
quite a bit more than savoir-faire and an adventure-
some spirit. Preparation, and plenty of it, was required by
Mr. Thaw. This brought into the picture-both directly
and. indirectly-G-E engineers.

The four mobile units of the motorcade boast of the latest
G-E two-way radio, for maintaining contact between the

. various vehicles throughout the journey. During tests two

TECH N' CAL D OU8LE TALK of the units maintained contact when as far as 200 miles
apart. Air conditioned throughout, the deluxe trailer con-

WALKING through one of G~neral Electric's factory tains all the appliances and equipment normally found in a
buildings, a visi tor paused in front of two young modern home-from tiled ba th and indirect lighting to an

men kneeling in front of an electric motor. He was mystified array of electric appliances.

GENERAL. ELECTRI~c




